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Dear All,
The main content of this letter concerns the diffusion of mathematics through static
art (exhibitions) and through dynamic art (films).
1) The German Mathematical Society (at least) has recognized the great interest of
math & art exhibitions by giving a prize, the ”DMV Medienpreis”, to the work done in
Oberwolfach by Andreas Matt and the Director of this well known center :
http ://imaginary.org/news/dmv-medienpreis-2013-goes-to-gert-martin-greuel-and-andreasmatt.
Andreas, a member of the ESMA board we are happy to congratulate, is the mainspring
of Imaginary which has been successfully travelling over the world, especially in Europe,
in Russia and of course in Germany.
It would be interesting to discuss the reasons why some other countries have some
difficulties in welcoming the rich and beautiful Imaginary exhibitions.
Let us hope that this prize, together with other official presentations of exhibitions (see
for instance http ://www.math-art.eu/Exhibitions/pdfs/Modele slide 1411-2.pdf), will
convince an increasing number of various institutions, academic or not, to offer their public access to the beauties of the mathematical universe.
2) Obvious commercial and financial reasons encourage the production of films. It
would be too long to discuss here the respective pedagogical advantages of exhibitions and
of films. I shall only mention two films.
The first one is titled «Comment j’ai détesté les maths». I have just received its announcement so that I cannot really comment it. It seems that it gives priority to a didactic
point of view.
The second film I have seen at the Poincaré Institute is titled «Colors of Math» (look
at the extract). It has been produced by Ekaterina Eremenko - who studied in Russia at the
same time Institute as M. Kontsevich - with the participation of Cedric Villani, Anatoly
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Fomenko, Aaditya Rangan, Günter Ziegler, Maxim Kontsevich, Jean-Michel Bismut. It
is not at all a didactic film but a rather poetic film with beautiful images. Except in a
few cases, it does not show mathematics, but in a simple and informal way mathematicians themselves, frequently how their feel about and behave toward mathematics. Each
one presents a different feeling and a different view of mathematics. We get close to each
mathematician, showing his own sensitivity, his affectivity, his difficulties and doubts, his
depth.
This film might touch the general public much deeper than the first one, because it does
not try to impose mathematics. It shows these mathematicians as outstanding but simple
human beings, living with their specific humanity in an uncommon world.
3) I expect now to get very soon all the papers which will be inserted in the Proceedings
of the Cagliari conference. Some of them might be put on line on our website later. I hope
that our readers will appreciate «reading» the special summary of our talks made by our
Italian colleague Gianluca Bande :
https: // www. dropbox. com/ sh/ hcf3fpcrphdjqed/ doiyVCPlAN
last «lines» of this summary refer to a kind of promenade in various spaces, a humorous
and witty piece of theater we would like to applaud again.
4) Last but not least. It is time to renew your attachment to our society, its works, its
usefulness, its significance, its charms. Please, go to Adhesion on our website.
All my greetings to Father Christmas !
Best wishes,
Claude




Claude Bruter, Publisher. Contributors : Sharon Breit-Giraud, Richard Denner, Jos
Leys. Website : http: // www. math-art. eu
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